GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC, MUMBAI

Paper writing Competition

Organized by

Electronics Engineering Department

All Degree/ Diploma/ PG students are now invited to choose one of the topics set by the Judge Panel of Government polytechnic, Electronics Department, Mumbai, to write technical paper.

Objective:

On the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, this competition provides on-line platform to submit the paper as well as enhance the paper writing skill of the students. Through this competition, Students are aware with new method of on-line evaluation.

Topics:

2. Embedded System.
3. Programmable Logic Controller.
4. control System.
5. IOT.
6. Artificial Intelligence.

Eligibility: All Branches of Degree/Diploma/PG Students.

Stay Home, Stay Safe & Keep Learning

For queries, send us mail on: covid19gpmec@gmail.com

Format Requirement:

1. A4 size Electronics Page.
2. Two column, IEEE format (refer http://ieps.ieee.org.ua/for-authors/ieee-manuscript-templates/) for blank template.

Selection Criteria

1. All Candidate must submit the abstract (Approximate 75-100 word) before due date through the link given below and also fill required data in the form https://forms.gle/1sXQ6bHuY3WD4vkq7
2. Selected student must submit their full length paper (Max-3 pages only) before due date.
3. Four authors are allowed per paper.
4. Abstract and paper submission will not accepted after due date.
GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC MUMBAI

The polytechnic was established on 15th June 1960. Institute runs 10 courses including Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Computer, Electronic, Civil, Information Technology, Mechanical, Rubber Technology, Leather and Foot-wear Technology also Electronics, Computer and Information Technology in two shifts.

Convenor

Mrs. Swati Deshpande
Principal, Government Polytechnic Mumbai

Co-Convenor

Mrs. Vaishali Gadge
HOD, Electronics Engineering

Co-ordinator

Mr. V. Y. Patil (Mob 8169057655)
Lecturer in Electronics Engineering
Email: vvkpatil@gmail.com

Co-coordinator

Mrs. S. M. Patil
Sel. Grade lecturer in Electronics Engineering
Email: suvimilind@gmail.com

Advisory Committee

1. Dr. H. M. Pardeshi
2. Dr. R. A. Patil
3. Mrs. P. A. Khande

Student Representative

1. Saurav Deore (92840 54591)
2. Rohan Bhagat (88798 61730)
3. Rahul Panda (99872 77590)
4. Tanmay Chandorkar (8087516506)
5. Harsh Vachasidha (9082603791)
6. Shreyas Patil (9082478739)

Registration Fees: NIL

Prizes

First Prize-Rs 500/-
Second Prize-Rs 300/-
Third Prize- Rs 200/-

1. All Selected Participants will get e-certificate of participation through E-mail.
2. All the winners get winning certificate through the E-mail.
3. All the Winners will get their winning amount through an NEFT.

Important Dates:


